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The fact that there seems to be no limit to the divi -

sibility of a magnet, the parts still retaining their mag-

netic properties, has led physicists to agree that these 

properties are due to exceedingly small elementary magnets. 

But what is the nature of the ultimate magnetic particle 

remains a question. The first theory was that of Weber . 

Accor ing to his theory each molecule of a magnetizable 

substance is a magnet in a position of eauilibrium under 

t he influence of internal elastic forces. These internal 

forces tend to restore the molecule to its original posi-

tion when it is moved out of this position by an external 

field. The theory explains in a satisfactory manner the 

phenomenon of proportionality between the external magneti -

z ng forces and the intensi ty of magnetization when the 

latter is small. It accounts also for saturation, f or when 

the elementary magnets have all been turned the intensity can-

not be increase further. To account for hysterisis iede-

man suggested that the forces opposing the turning of the 

elementary magnets are of a frictional nature, but this 

fails to explain magnetization in very eak external mag-

netic fields. Ewing showe that the phenomena of hyster-

..,,- 0 :-,_,.._. ~ .. , ( 
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ieis and ferromagn tism may be accounted for by supposing 

that the only r straints on the molecules are due to the 

m n tic forces occurring bet een neighboring mol cul s. 

But these theories, howe er, were unabl to account for 

1 netiem. Ampere explained this phenomenon oy as-

surning the exi t nee of currents traveling in circular or-

bit !thin tne molecules . It may be she n that hen these 

currents re pl ced in n external field , they are so modi-

f 1 by in uction th t if tr.e resultant magnetic mom nt 

or! in lly zero, the in uced currents no set up cause a 

ma etic fiel onposing th external field, which accounts 

8 

for th phenomenon of iamagnetiem. If, ho ever, the mol -

c 1 h ori inally a ma netic mom nt di f rent from zero 

it tu n n uch m nn r th t its own ma netic field 

preach coinci nee 1th th xt rn l 1 ld, tnu ex-

n n r a n ti m. 

Th r ar m ny re· sons 0 b lie· L ~ : · t e ·er 

to. s n b of neg ti ly ch r corp cles or elec-

t on n orbit its cente . It has been 

sho n by o l n th t th r olution of such a ch rg d 

p rticle ill cause a ma netic fi l as if the orbit were 

a conti mo s c ent of electricity as pere had assumed. 
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Thia is the basis of the electron theory of magnetism which 

has received its greatest development at the hands of Lan

gevin an ~eiss. It may be shown that the effect of an 

external magnetic field on these revolving electrons is 

precisely the same as if the orbits were continuous currents 

of electricity. Thus oy electromagnetic induction the 

magnetic moments of the electron orbits are diminished in 

the direction of the external field. The result is dia

magnetiam. If the resultant moment of all the electric 

orbits in each atom is different from zero, however, the 

planes of t h e orbits will be so oriented that their mag

netic field will approach coincidence with the external 

ield. Thie gives the effect of paramagnetism. The in

tens ty of magnetization of the substance depends upon the 

et~ength of the external field and upon the rigidity ith 

which the internal f orces, electrostatic or otherwise, hold 

the electron orbits in their normal positions. If the re

sultant magnetic moment s of the atoms ar so large that 

all other interato~ic forces are insignific nt in compari

son, the atoms arrange themselves in a regular order under 

the influence of a directing external field and ferromag-
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·netism results. 

In addition to these theories we have Parson's 
l Magneton Theory. Parson assumes that the electron pos-

sesses, i~ addition to its negative charge, the properties 

of an electric circuit. The radius of the circuit is 
-9 

estimate to be 1.5 x 10 cm., which is smaller than the 

atom, though of the same order of magnitude. This nega-

t vely charged ring he calls the "magneton~ The magne

tons arP distributed in a uniform sphere of positive elec

tricity and their number and arrangement determine the 

various chemical and physical properties of the element. 

We may no classify the theories of magnetism into 

three groups. The first group assumes that t he molecule 

is t n fundamental magnet; the second explains magnetism by 

the e ffec t of rotating electrons in the atoms; t h e third 

class of theories makes the ulti~ate magnetic particle 

still s~aller and assumes it to be the electron itself. 

The molecular t ory as support in (1) the effect 

of tPmperature on the magnetic state; (2) the effect of 

mechan cal jarring on magnet sm; (3) the heating effect of 

rapidly alternating or changeing magnetic fields; (4) the 
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properties of the Heusler alloys. One of the strongest 

points in favor of the second form of t heory in addition 

to the explanation of magnetic effects, is the simplicity 

with which it explains the Zeeman effect. Another sup-

port of t h is t heory is the phenomena of magnetization by 
2 

rotation ann the converse effect, rotation by magnetiza-

ti on~ It appears from these experiments that magnetiza-

tion is produced by the gyroscopic turning of electronic 

orbits so as to cause a resultant magnetic moment. But 

there a re facts which are more or less inexplicable by 

the Langevin-Weis theory. Among these aay be mentioned 

(a) The formation of the ferromagnetic Heusler alloys from 

copper, manganese and aluminium. (b) The fact that manga

nese is para- or ferromagnetic according to previous his-

tory . (c) The peculiar changes of tin from dia- to para-

magnetic state by heating. (d) Some substances may be 

either dia- or paramagnetic according to the field strength. 

The magneton theory of Parson seems to be capable of ex-

pla t ning ual tatively the effects of chemical and physi

cal mo 1 ications on the magnetic properties of a substance, 

but th theory has not as yet been subjected to enough quan

ti tati~ e tests to show whether it is completely satisfactory. 
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Experimental Test of the Theories. 

K. T. Compton and Trousdale4 performed an experi

ment with a view to test the first of t hese theories. 

They employed the recently developed method of X-ray pho

tography for deterl'!lining the position of atoms in crystals. 

The crystals employed were hematite and magnetite , both 

magnetic and capable of being magnetized to a high inten

sity. A beam of X-rays ~as passed through the crystal 

an the diffraction patterns, determined by the arrange

ment of the atoms of the crystal, were obtained on photo

graphic plates placed behind the crystals. A photograph 

as taken of the pattern when the crystal was demagnetized. 

Then a second one was taken when the crystal was magnetized 

by means of an electromagnet. Now if the ultimate mag-

netic particle is the chemical molecule, then the magne-

tizing of the crystal would turn the molecule and conse

au ntly shift the position of the atoms. This would pro-

uce a change in the diffraction pattern. In no case did 

th y find that magnetization of the crystals had any influ-

nee on the iffraction pattern. This seems to show tha t 

the ultimate magnetic particle cannot be the molecule but 
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must be the atom itself or something intraatomic. 

The electron theory of magnetism can be tested in 

a similar manner if when a crystal is magnetized a change 

in the arrangement of the electronic orbits within t he 

atom can be detected. By a study of the relative inten-

sity of the different orders of spectra obtained when a 

beam of X-rays is reflected from a crystal, it has recently 

been shown that it is possible to form some idea of the 

distribution of electrons in atoms. 5 A. H. Compton has 

deduced the foll owing expression for the reflected energy: 

£. :" §1 . N.i) 7 _ / ,y~ 'Z-t,8 (~· }"- rr;u, ~NU~,, ),1.j~ -TS~ ~a 
/t a~ z t.t ,Y~l) eLn s ?fft!.~ .:t) J' f - ~ I z_/ 

I where Et is the incident energy ,4 LJ.@ is the angular aperture 

Of the slit through which the incident beam passes, N is 

the number of electrons per unit volume of the crystal, A is 

t he wave length of the X-rays, fl is the absorption coeffi-
-:z. cient, t9- is the glancing angle of incidence, (l+cos 2 &) is 

the polarization factor, C is the velocity of light, e/m 

-B sin2 
has its usual significance, e is the factor account-

ng for the thermal motion of the atoms. The factor inside 

the squared brackets depends on t he arrangement of the e lec 

trons in the atomic layers ~ (b - a) being t he diameter 
I 
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of an atom and F(z) representing the probability that a 

1 en lectron shall be at a distance z from the middle of 

its layer of ato~s at any instant. 

F(z) 1 th only part of the exp esaion w. ich can 

be affected by thP- applic t on of an external ~ gnettc 

fielri. If the electron orbits possess result nt magne -

tic moment in each atom, then according to the electron 

theory, the effect of am gnetic field 111 be to turn the 

o 1Jits so as to bring this e uivalent magnetic dou let in 

1 ne 1th the external field . This will affect F(z) and 

conse uently a crystal should show a different intena ty 

of reflection of X- rays for the same inc nt bea:n when 

ma n tized and hen d m gn tize . The magnitude of the 

ffect hich is to be exp ct ill no be examine in n 

app oxim te m nner, after hich an exp rim nt wi l b des-

cribed in wh ch thi f ect o m netization upon the inten-

sity of X- ay refl ct on as tested fo an in hich no 

uch f ct w obs r 
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Suppose all the electrons in an iron atom to be arranged 

in a ring of ra ius R, whose plane is inclined at an angle 

~ to that of a layer of atoms. All the electrons will 

then lie between two planes at distances R sin and -R sin 

from the midplane of the layer of atoms. Suppose the ef-

feet of these electrons is the same as if they should be 

situated in a plane at a distance a and -a from the mid -

plane of the layer, i. e. a is the mean effective value 

of z in the above formula , then 
+4 

f/! _ e.<n /i7 a~"' J T'{z:J Jz 

""' - Ci 

fo jnz1,;;; :/ 
-.. 

Let r be the effective radius of the orbit , then 

{/; 1.. .: ~ ... '?"'ilt:t~~ ~ -i.(~A- ~,) ~ .: 

~ 

k':; ~11~·-s 

~ 

But we ish to in the rate of change of SV~with respect 

to a change rt i. e. e ish to examine to what extent the 
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inten. ty of reflect on ch nges hen t.P el ct cnic c b ts 

are tur through small angl . Differ ntinting w have 

In order to form some 1 of th agnitu 0 

is change in 'fl~for a definite chan e in '1 we ill euppo e 

th t th e f cti e ra u of t orbit 1 on fourth of 

t he ist nee bet een ~he successive tomic 1 y e in the 

cryat 1, an m ke use of th fun ntal u tion or X-r y 

e l ction 

11 :: 

h .... 1 th i t nee bet n th l y r o to a in th 

cry at 1, n th'" or r o th sp ctr 

r. e t n 1 of inc id nc . L = 4r cco n to 

t . au oeition, th n 

A A = // n 
~ 
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.:= _g g 

~ 

To obtain the per cent change in '/'we di vi de thi e by the 

value of y •·L e. by &?1.-(j/A-~ 1) = ~l.. (; /1-'14-s-. 7') 
:; <Zn'- 77. _t_ ;;:./ Yt .z yr 

For n £ 3. i. e. the third order spec tr m. an taking 

-1 I Cf• sin 1 6 for conv nience. e find t his percentage change 

to be 9.30. Per degree change in Cf this becomes 16.2 per 

cent. That is, the intens ty of reflection changes at the 

rate of 7.7 per cent per gree change in orient tion of 

t he electron c orbits in the first case and at the rate of 

16.2 per cent per degree in the second. This as on the 
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assumption that all the electrons are in a single ring. 

If we assume that of the 26 supposed electrons in 

the iron atom, 25 are in the center and one is in the ring, 

then 

'ft being that part of {/I which is due to the electrons 

in the atomic plane itself and I.Ji that part hich is due 

to the electron in the ring. 
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detected it is concluded that the intensity of the reflected 

X-rays does not change by as muc~ as 1 per cent on magne -

tizing or demagnetizing the crystal. Supplementary ex-

periments showed that the magnetic field between the crys 

tal and the pole piece of the electromagnet was about 1800 

gauss'. This is ample to strongly magnetize the crystal. 

The same process was applie to each o der of reflection 
~ 

up to the fourth, but in the higher orders, no e feet was 
1 

observe . 

In the experioent just escribed the crystal was 

m~gnetized in a direction perpen cular to the reflecting 

face. A similar experiment w s performed magnetizing the 

crystal parallel to the reflecting face. On account of 

mechanicRl dif~iculties only the th rd order was tested in 

this case. ~ ~ ~ ~ .14 ~· 

Conclusion. 

The results of this exp riment do not seem to agree 

well with the electron theory of magnetism. Accor ing to 

this theory the ultimate magnet c particl i th atom. The 

atom in a ferromagnetic substance possesses a resultant mag-
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n tic mom nt and c n con e ently not its el ct ons 

distributed isotropic lly . Thus turnin o the tom 

ill r sult in ch n e in the iet tbution o the l c-

tron n th tomic pl nPs of a c yet 1 . . Compton 

an u 1 concl e rom tn 1 xpe nt h - ray 

photo r phy th o gh cry t 1 th t th lt t n t c 

p ticle c· nnot be molec l o ny oth ·op o to s 

nc th tu nin o uch ro lp o 1 volv t n -

1 t on otion of to h p 

to sho o t in of si 'il n ith to th 

to . he to o no 1 1 o t 

t rn to 11 ht r th l c on t 

tion not t ri 11 ch n · 

On t. ovh r n • i • a cor n o h 

ton eory th l c p 

to b t t!'.l 1 ct on c o n -

- r y 

nt y 

on o 

1 ct on 

n • o l 

c on 

i h o ck o 

Com on un r ~o 

p rf o 

con t 

0 

hu 1 

0 

1 c h xp 

on. 
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